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This is also called Wrestlemania 2000 but the purist in me won’t let that
happen. This is a step up over last year’s one match show as this year we
have a two match show. The main event is a fatal fourway elimination
match between HHH, the Rock, Big Show and the one night only returning
Mick Foley. The other match is Angle vs. Benoit vs. Jericho in a two fall
double title match. You might notice a few multi-man matches there and
you’re going to notice a lot of them tonight. There isn’t a single one on
one match on the entire card tonight, which might be the only time ever
in company history. Let’s get to it.

Lillian Garcia sings the national anthem. I’ve heard her do this live and
my goodness can she sing the heck out of that song.

We open with a recap of the previous 15 Wrestlemanias which sounds like
it’s narrated by a James Earl Jones impersonator.

Godfather/D’Lo Brown vs. Big Boss Man/Bull Buchanan

Ice-T raps Godfather and Brown to the ring. Apparently it’s pimp or die,
which I think might be taking it a bit too far. Buchanan and Brown get
things going to prevent us from having a future RTC matchup. D’Lo tries a
quick O’Connor Roll but only gets two. Boss Man tries to come in but gets
run over by Godfather. Off to Godfather for a clothesline and the
spinning legdrop but an elbow misses.

Godfather gets beaten on for a bit but comes back with a hook kick for
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two. Back to Brown who is almost immediately caught by Buchanan for even
more pain. D’Lo pounds on Buchanan in the corner as this is going nowhere
so far. Of all people, Bull gets things moving a bit better by climbing
the corner for a spinning clothesline. Bull puts him in 619 position and
both heels slide under the ropes for a double uppercut.

A clothesline gets two more for Bull and everything breaks down for a few
seconds. That goes nowhere so we go back to Buchanan pounding on Brown in
the corner. Now we keep the excitement going with a bearhug. Boss Man
comes in for some double teaming and does his best to get the fans to
care at all.

Brown’s cross body is caught in a backbreaker for two from both guys but
as Buchanan goes up, Godfather crotches him down. Brown comes back with a
nice top rope rana to put Buchanan down on the mat, allowing for the hot
tag to Godfather. House is cleaned and there’s the Ho Train to Boss Man.
Bull breaks up the Low Down though, allowing the Boss Man Slam to set up
a guillotine legdrop on D’Lo for the pin.

Rating: D+. Who in the world thought this was the right idea for an
opening match? They were WAY off base with each other here and the match
suffered a lot as a result. This didn’t work on almost any level and on
top of all that, the popular team loses. The whole point of an opening is
to fire up a crowd, so having one of the most over acts in the company
lose was a dumb way to start things off. Just a bad match all around.

HHH and Stephanie talk about how awesome their titles are. She’s Women’s
Champion if that wasn’t really clear.

We see a conference with the Hardcore Battle Royal participants.
Basically it’s a huge free for all and not a traditional battle royal.
There’s a fifteen minute time limit and there can be as many title
changes as there needs to be. Basically whoever is the last man standing
is champion and the 24/7 rule stops after the last fall.

Hardcore Title: Hardcore Battle Royal

Tazz, Crash Holly, Hardcore Holly, Viscera, Joey Abs, Rodney, Pete Gas,
Taka Michinoku, Funaki, Thrasher, Mosh, Faarooq, Bradshaw



Crash is defending coming in. He comes in last and we’re ready to go.
Remember there’s a fifteen minute time limit. Everyone else fights to the
floor and Taz hits a fast suplex on Crash for the pin ad the title in
thirty seconds. So now, only Taz can be pinned for the title. A few
seconds later, Viscera hits Tazz with a board and gets the title. Now we
move into an extended period of hitting people in the head with whatever
objects are handy.

We’ve got thirteen and a half minutes or so to go. Someone uses a box fan
on someone else and that’s about the most in depth coverage you’ll be
getting here. Everyone jumps Viscera and hits him with whatever they can
find. Crash appears to be busted open. The Acolytes double team the
champion and the beatings continue on everyone for a bit. Hardcore and
Mosh beat Viscera down and get two each.

We’re under ten minutes now and it’s fine extinguisher time. There’s so
much stuff going on it’s impossible to call. Viscera heads back into the
ring and goes up top (for those of you unfamiliar, Viscera is about Big
Show’s size), only to be slammed down by the Acolytes. The APA (Acolyte
Protection Agency, same team) breaks a board over his back and Bradshaw
hits a top rope shoulder to put him down. For no apparent reason they
throw Kai En Tai on top of Viscera, giving Funaki the belt.

Funaki, apparently the smartest guy in the match, grabs the belt and runs
away. Everyone catches up to him in the back with 7:00 left. Rodney gets
a fluke pin out of nowhere for the pin, which I believe is the Posse’s
first pinfall. Joey suplexes him down and wins the title but Thrasher
gets a clothesline and the title. Everyone beats up Thrasher now because
its their job and we come into the arena again. Pete Gas hits Thrasher
with a fire extinguisher and wins the title.

Taz gets his hands on the champion and brings him back to ringside for a
beating. A t-bone suplex puts the bloody Pete down for the pin and the
title with….dang it they took the clock down. Hardcore sends Taz into the
steps for two before Mosh takes a shot at him. Taz rolls up Mosh for two
on instinct alone. Now it’s the Hollys and Taz in the ring and three
minutes to go. Crash gets cracked in the head by Taz for two which again
means nothing. Hardcore puts Taz down and the cousins fight over a cover.



Two minutes left and both Hollies get two off a powerslam by Hardcore.

We’ve got a minute left as Hardcore hits the dropkick for two. The
champion hits a suplex on Hardcore to send him outside as Crash hits Taz
with a trashcan lid for the title. The Tazmission goes on Crash but
Hardcore blasts Taz in the head with a candy jar and covers Crash. The
ending is screwed up though as Hardcore was supposed to get two but be
stopped by the time.

Instead the referee had to stop counting…but Hardcore wins anyway. It
made no sense, but either way the important thing here is Taz actually.
That jar was made of real glass and when it shattered, some of it got in
Taz’s eye. Allegedly he was supposed to win the Intercontinental Title
but the reign went to Benoit instead.

Rating: B-. What do you want me to say about this? It was exactly what it
was supposed to be so I can’t complain about it in that regard. They beat
the tar out of each other with some funny spots and it was contained in
one match instead of a big goofy show long angle like we had two years
later. This rating could be all over the place depending on your taste
for this stuff.

We look at Axxess over the weekend. Interestingly enough Undertaker is
there in the biker attire.

Al Snow talks to someone in a bathroom stall when Steve Blackman comes in
and says don’t do something stupid. This is during the Head Cheese (Snow
and Blackman) attempt at finding Blackman a personality.

Trish is ready in the back.

Head Cheese vs. T&A

Snow brings out Chester McCheeserton, which is a guy in a cheese suit.
Snow: “This is better than Shawn on a zipline.” That would be Test and
Albert (Tensai) with the brand new Trish Stratus as their manager. Test
and Blackman start as JR’s mic goes out. Test gets kicked down quickly
but it’s off to Albert who hits a quick splash in the corner for two.
Snow comes in for a few seconds but it’s quickly back to Steve for a



running shoulder which takes Albert down.

Snow comes in again sans tag with a slingshot legdrop to the back of
Albert’s head. Blackman breaks up a gorilla press attempt from Albert to
give Snow two. Head Cheese double teams Albert as the fans are dying
faster and faster by the minute here. Chester annoys Trish as Blackman
drops a knee on Albert’s crotch. Off to Snow who gets caught in a suplex,
allowing for the ice cold tag to Test.

T&A his a double powerbomb on Snow as JR calls it bowling shoe ugly. Snow
hits an Asai Moonsault on Test before the modified Trash Compactor
(backbreaker by Blackman/guillotine legdrop from Snow) for two on Test.
The match breaks down even more as Albert hits a gorilla press on
Blackman before a top rope elbow by Test gets the pin.

Rating: D-. Anything with Trish in an outfit that small can’t be a
failure, but at the same time this match absolutely sucked. There was
NOTHING good going on here and they weren’t just on different pages, but
rather in different libraries. This was absolutely horrible and one of
the worst Mania matches ever.

Post match Head Cheese beats up Chester. You know, because they’re good
guys!

We get a “comedy” bit based off Austin Powers with Kat lacking clothes
and Mae Young accidentally covering up the good parts.

The Dudleys say they’re afraid of heights but they’re ready for the
triangle ladder match. This is when Bubba still had a stutter.

Tag Titles: Edge and Christian vs. Hardy Boyz vs. Dudley Boyz

The Dudleyz are defending and this is a triangle ladder match rather than
a TLC match. That would come in September. This is when Edge and
Christian still came through the crowd and somehow hadn’t won the tag
titles yet. As the Dudleys pose in the aisle on a ladder during their
entrance, the Canadians jump the only actual brothers in the match. This
is going to be one of those matches that is almost impossible to keep
track of. Bubba chops away at Jeff in the ring but gets caught by Whisper



in the Wind. A Bubba Bomb puts Jeff right back down and they all head to
the floor.

Christian sets up a ladder in the ring but Matt makes a save. Everyone
gets back inside and there’s a second ladder. Matt throws one into the
corner at Bubba for a sick thud right before D-Von is slammed onto a
ladder and hit by a middle rope elbow. Jeff puts Bubba on the ladder but
misses a 450, giving us a SICK looking crash. Bubba puts the ladder on
top of Jeff and actually hits the middle rope backsplash to crush both of
them. Edge rides a ladder out of the corner to crush another ladder onto
Matt.

D-Von takes Edge down and all six guys are on the mat or floor now. Bubba
is up first and we get the put the ladder around your own neck and spin
around in a circle move. Edge and Christian finally dropkick the ladder
into Bubba to put him down and there’s a double flapjack into the ladder
in the corner on D-Von. Christian climbs a ladder and dives onto Matt and
Bubba on the floor. This is all happening with almost no breaks in
between. Jeff climbs the ladder in the ring but Edge jumps off the top
with a spear. That would be topped by about 1000 next year.

Matt hits a crucifix bomb on Edge before trying to climb, only to be
slammed down by D-Von. D-Von goes up, only to have Christian throw the
ladder at him to bring him down. There are now three ladders set up in
the middle of the ring and it’s Bubba with a Cutter to Christian off two
of them. Awesome looking move there. With Bubba down, the Hardys hit a
splash/legdrop combination off the top of the ladders. D-Von tries to
climb but the Canadians suplex him off the ladder.

Everyone but the Dudleyz climb up but they all come flying down due to a
facebuster and a Russian legsweep in another spot that would be topped
next year. The Dudleys are back in now and the fans want tables. Now all
six guys climb three ladders and as you can guess, they all go flying
down. Christian and Jeff get the worst of it, crashing out to the floor.
Bubba lands on his feet and shoves the other two ladders over, leaving
him alone in the ring. D-Von is back up too but here’s Christian back to
his feet, only to get crushed between two ladders.



Edge comes back in and gets caught in the original 3D, with Bubba running
for the cutter instead of just standing there. Bubba loads up a table as
is his custom and D-Von gets one of his own. There are two ladders set up
in the ring and the Dudleys are all alone, but instead of climbing they
make a scaffold out of a table between the tops of the ladders. The
Hardys get back up to make the save but are easily dispatched. Again the
Dudleys screw up though by setting up another table under the scaffold
and a third on the floor.

Bubba powerbombs Matt through the one on the floor but D-Von misses a
splash through Jeff on one of the tables back in the ring. Jeff tries to
run the rail but Bubba pelts him in the face with a ladder. Bubba loads
up the super ladder in the aisle before setting up a table in front of
it. I can smell wrestling law #1 from here. Jeff comes back and takes
Bubba out before putting him on the ladder. In the famous spot from this
match, Jeff climbs to the top of the super ladder and hits the Swanton
through Bubba through the table to put both of them out.

Back in the ring D-Von suplexes Christian down and goes for a climb but
here’s Matt to break it up. The Twist of Fate takes D-Von down and now
it’s Matt and Christian climbing the ladders. They both wind up on the
scaffolding that was set up earlier but here’s Edge from behind. The
brothers throw Matt through the table, allowing Edge and Christian to
pull down the belts for their first titles.

Rating: A-. There are two problems with this match. First of all, the
match the next year blows it away. Second, and far worse, the last ten
minutes were spent setting up spots instead of actually going for the
belts. Take the big spot of the match for example. Why in the world would
Bubba do that instead of for the sake of doing that spot later? Same with
all the other tables set up. There was no logic to doing that, but they
did the spots anyway. Still though, excellently fun match.

Mick Foley and Linda McMahon say the main event tonight is the biggest
match of all time and thanks to Linda, Mick gets to be in the main event
at Wrestlemania. He says fairy tales can come true, one will come true
for him.



Terri Runnels vs. The Kat

It’s a Catfight, meaning you have to put your opponent on the floor to
win. Val Venis is referee and Moolah and Mae are in the respective
corners. The referee compares a certain part of himself to Wrestlemania
in a promo that would get him chased off by a pitchfork carrying mob in
today’s world. Venis is in a referee’s towel too. Early on he picks up
Terri and gets kissed in a spot that would have made the Montreal
Screwjob completely different.

Kat hits a lame spear but Val has to stop Mae from flashing everyone.
Terri is sent to the floor but there’s no referee. The old chicks get in
the ring and Mae kisses Val. Kat throws Terri to the floor but Moolah
pulls Kat to the outside. Terri is the only one in as Val escapes Mae,
giving Terri the win. Total mess but it was a bridge between the big
match and the rest of the show.

Terri is stripped post match.

The Radicalz are ready for the six man tag but Eddie is more interested
in melting Chyna with the Latino Heat.

Radicalz vs. Too Cool/Chyna

This would be Saturn/Malenko/Guerrero. They’re brand new at this point
and Dean is already Light Heavyweight Champion. Too Cool was their first
feud and it was a big enough deal that Too Cool rode it to a tag title
reign in a few months. Eddie and Scotty start things off and Scott has
his hat knocked off almost immediately. A tilt-a-whirl backbreaker puts
Eddie down and it’s off to Chyna, sending Guerrero running off to Dean.

Malenko loads up a fast powerbomb but Scotty clotheslines him down to
break it up. Chyna and the Grandmaster suplex Malenko down and it’s time
to dance. Back to Eddie to face Grandmaster with Sexay hitting a quick
suplex. Saturn breaks up the top rope legdrop though and the Radicalz
take over. Perry comes in legally now and steals Grandmaster’s dew rag,
somehow making him look even more ridiculous.

Eddie comes back in and allows Grandmaster to make a tag to Scotty. That



goes badly for the non Radicalzas Scotty charges into a hot shot followed
by the slingshot hilo for no cover. Grandmaster comes back in sans tag
and throws Eddie to the floor as things fall apart. Scotty loads up a
double Worm on Saturn and Malenko but an Eddie distraction lets them get
back up. There’s no one in the ring at the moment until we get back to
Scotty vs. Eddie. Perry comes back in and superkicks Hotty down.

A top rope elbow hits Scotty but again there’s no cover. Instead it’s
back to Guerrero who goes up but takes too long, allowing Scotty to
crotch him. A superplex puts both guys down and there’s the hot tag to
Chyna. She cleans house with handspring elbows and a double low blow to
Saturn and Malenko. Eddie decks her though, breaking part of her outfit
in the process. Chyna escapes a powerbomb into one of her own, grabs
Eddie’s crotch and slams him down before finishing him with a sleeper
drop.

Rating: D+. This didn’t work for me for the most part but the main story
of Chyna vs. Eddie was advanced which is the right idea. This would wind
up meaning nothing (in a way) though as Chyna would fall victim to the
Latino Heat the next day, starting a summer long relationship between the
two. I guess that crotch grab changed her mind.

The redneckiest rednecks of all time won a contest to go to Wrestlemania.

Big Show and Shane say Show will win.

We get a clip from earlier of Angle beating up his mentor Bob Backlund
after finding out that Backlund came up with the idea of Kurt defending
both titles.

Angle asks a security guard for extra security for the post match
celebration.

Intercontinental Title/European Title: Kurt Angle vs. Chris Benoit vs.
Chris Jericho

This is an interesting idea. Angle holds both titles coming in and there
are going to be two falls here. The first is for the Intercontinental
Title and the second is for the European Title, so basically we’re



getting back to back triple threats. Jericho guarantees to walk out of
this match as the Ayatollah of Rock and Rollah while the other two will
walk out with a shirt that complains about how lousy the shirt is as well
as how bad the beating from Jericho was.

Benoit jumps Angle before the bell before heading inside for a
clothesline from his fellow Canadian. All three are in now and Benoit
chops Jericho, only to have his belly to back suplex escaped. Benoit
breaks up a springboard dropkick by Jericho before fighting with Angle on
the apron. Jericho hits the previously broken up dropkick to send both
guys out to the floor. He joins them immediately, only to be sent into
the steps by Kurt. Back in and a belly to belly suplex gets two for Angle
on Jericho.

Jericho hits a backbreaker on Angle but Benoit shoves Jericho off the top
and into the announce table for good measure. Benoit covers Angle for two
before suplexing him down for the same. Jericho is back in for a dropkick
to his fellow Canadian but Benoit comes right back with a clothesline for
two more. Jericho bulldogs Angle down but Benoit comes back with chops of
his own on the other Chris. Angle suplexes Benoit down but Jericho makes
the save. Very back and forth action so far.

Jericho camel clutches Benoit but has to break it up to stop a charging
Kurt. Angle hits a big suplex on Jericho for two as Benoit makes another
save. Benoit rolls up Jericho in the corner but Angle dropkicks his head
face first into the middle buckle to break it up. Jericho loads up a
double arm suplex on Angle but gets countered into a crossface
chickenwing. Benoit comes back in and dropkicks Angle before sending him
to the floor and into the barricade. Back in and the Swan Dive to Jericho
gives Benoit the first fall and the Intercontinental Title.

Very wisely Benoit immediately covers Jericho for an attempt at the
European Title but it only gets two as Kurt dives in for the save. Angle
suplexes Benoit down for two but takes too long on the moonsault attempt,
allowing Jericho to break it up. Jericho loads up a belly to back
superplex but Benoit supelxes Chris down, allowing Angle to miss the
moonsault on Benoit. All three guys are down now until Angle covers
Benoit for two. Jericho gets back into it with a Walls attempt on Angle,



only to have the other Chris break it up.

Everyone gets back up and it’s Jericho with a spinwheel kick to take
Benoit to the floor. The double powerbomb puts Angle down but Benoit
comes back in for the Rolling Germans on Jericho. Benoit goes old school
with a Dragon Supelx on Angle for two. Jericho hits the forearm on the
referee by mistake, only to be put in the Crossface by the new IC
Champion.

It gets an unseen tapout but Benoit releases, allowing Jericho to put
Benoit in the Walls. Angle hits Jericho with a title belt but Benoit
makes the save as the referee is awake again. Benoit suplexes Angle down
again but misses the Swan Dive. Jericho slides in for the Lionsault on
Benoit for the European Title to end things.

Rating: B+. Awesome match here which would have been match of the year
when this style dominated in 2003. All three guys were the future
generation of the company once we shifted to the technical style over on
Smackdown in a few years, but here it’s just awesome instead of a match
of the times. This is one of the only things that people remember from
this show and with good reason: it was awesome.

Vince says he’ll be a factor in the main event. He’s in Rock’s corner
tonight and doesn’t think his family is dysfunctional. Vince promises to
make it right tonight. You can smell the screwjob coming from here.

HHH doesn’t like what Vince just said and promises not to lose.

D-Generation X vs. Rikishi/Kane

This would be Road Dogg and X-Pac with Tori as the final surviving
members of the team. Kane has the wicked awesome inverted colors on
tonight with mainly black trimmed with red. Tori slaps Paul Bearer before
the match but gets choked by Kane for his efforts. It’s a brawl to start
with Rikishi hitting a quick Stinkface on Road Dogg. The fat man turns
his attention to Tori but Pac makes a last minute save. D-X tries to
leave to no avail as the big men slowly chase them down.

We finally get started with Pac vs. Rikishi and the smaller man hitting a



spinning kick in the corner but no Bronco Buster follows. Off to Roadie
for the dancing punches and a forearm to put Rikishi down. The shaky knee
gets two and it’s back to Pac for some kicks to the chest which have no
effect. A Samoan Drop puts Pac down and there’s the tag to Kane. Kane
gets to beat up X-Pac which is the whole point of the match. X-Pac avoids
the Stinkface but Bearer throws Tori in to take his place. Kane
tombstones Pac to end this.

Rating: D. This was another way to bridge between the two matches while
also giving us a nice closure to this feud. Rikishi was a popular guy at
the time so giving him a big match on a show like this was the right
idea. Tori screwed over Kane months before so seeing her get what was
coming to her was a nice feeling. The match sucked though.

Post match Too Cool and the San Diego Chicken come out to celebrate but
Kane doesn’t trust the bird. Everyone dances as Kane stares at the
chicken. Either Pete is a far better dancer than expected or there’s
something afoot. Kane stares down at the bird but here’s Pete Rose with a
ball bat. This goes as badly as the other years have gone and it’s a
chokeslam and a Stinkface for the Hit King. I’ll give the guy this: he’s
willing to do almost whatever the WWF asked of him.

Rock says it’s been twelve months since he was world champion and there
have been a lot of bad moments for Rock since then. After ever chokeslam,
every Mandible Claw and every Pedigree, he’s back here at Wrestlemania
for his world title. If Rock has an ounce of blood and sweat, he’s going
to layeth the Smacketh Down tonight for the millions and millions.

Various celebrities are here tonight, including Michael Clarke Duncan and
Martin Short.

Here’s a recap of the main event which the company doesn’t think is
important enough to explain to you. HHH is defending champion and retired
Foley at No Way Out. Rock won the Rumble but Big Show presented HHH with
a video showing that Rock’s feet hit first. This got Big Show a match at
No Way Out for the #1 contendership where he beat Rock. Rock then earned
the shot back by beating Big Show on Raw. Linda McMahon brought Foley
back for one night only and if he wins tonight, there’s a tournament



leading up to the title match at Backlash.

The real story here is that there’s a McMahon in every corner: Vince with
Rock because Vince respect him, Stephanie with her husband HHH, Linda
with the feel good story of Foley and Shane with Big Show because he sees
Show as his ticket to the top of the company. In other words, the
wrestlers are just there as the McMahons are the real show here.

WWF World Title: The Rock vs. Mick Foley vs. HHH vs. Big Show

There are no tags here, no disqualification and you have to win by pin.
Why there are no submissions is beyond me but whatever. Rock and Big Show
fight as do the other two with the champion being punched down. Allegedly
Foley was told a week before this match that he would be participating so
he isn’t in the best of shape. Granted that’s normal for him so maybe it
won’t be that big of a deal.

Big Show runs over everyone and gorilla presses HHH and Rock. Foley gets
a headbutt but tries to jump on Show’s back, only to have the giant crush
him against the mat. Rock comes back with right hands on Big Show but
walks into a side slam for no cover. HHH jumps into a chokeslam attempt
but Foley breaks it up with a low blow. Everyone triple teams Big Show to
a big reaction and a running clothesline from Rock puts him down. They
all stomp away at the giant but HHH and Foley just can’t work together
that long.

Foley blasts HHH in the ribs with a chair and hits Show in the back with
it as well, allowing the Rock Bottom to get rid of the biggest guy in the
match. We’re down to three now and Shane is ticked off. HHH offers Foley
an alliance against Rock but Foley says no. Instead HHH offers Rock an
alliance against Foley but we get a Rock and Sock Connection reunion as
HHH gets beaten down. HHH gets punched down and dropped with a double
clothesline.

The champion is sent to the floor but the Connection won’t fight each
other. Instead they head to the outside and beat up HHH even more to the
fans’ delight. Rock picks up the bell but accidentally blasts Foley in
the head. Foley gets up quickly and finds a barbed wire 2×4. HHH saves
himself with a low blow and a shot to Foley’s ribs with the board. Rock



comes back in and is backdropped to the floor, allowing Foley to hit the
double arm DDT on HHH. It’s Socko time and Rock adds a belt shot to take
HHH down.

Rock loads up the Elbow but Foley puts the Claw on him to break it up.
HHH hits them both low to put them both down but Rock gets back up first
and pounds away on the champion. Foley gets in a shot to Rock for two and
a double arm DDT gets the same. Vince slides in a chair for no apparent
reason but Foley gets it first. It gets kicked back into his face by Rock
for two as HHH makes the save. Why would he do something like that? A
running knee lift gets two on Rock but HHH doesn’t save this time.
Interesting.

HHH and Mick start working together for a bit and a knee drop gets two on
Rock. They head to the floor with Mick’s knees being sent HARD into the
steps. Mick picks up said steps and cracks Rock in the head with them as
Stephanie yells at Linda. HHH puts Rock on the table for the Foley elbow
through it….but Mick can’t jump that far and crashes ribs first into the
edge of the table. HHH hits about three elbows of his own to put Rock
through the table as the match continues to drag.

Back inside and HHH Pedigrees Foley for two and a big eruption from the
crowd. A BIG chair shot to the head puts Foley down and Linda is
panicking. HHH Pedigrees Mick onto the chair and the career is over
again. We’re down to two now and HHH is somehow even more hated than he
was before. Foley gets a big standing ovation but turns around to come
back to the ring. He picks up the barbed wire and blasts HHH in the head
to give us one last BANG BANG moment.

We’re finally down to HHH vs. Rock after twenty minutes of glorified
preliminary stuff. Rock gets two off the barbed wire stuff and they head
up to the stage for the required main event brawling. Rock suplexes HHH
down on the concrete and does the same with a clothesline. They head into
the crowd for even more “fighting” which means walking with the
occasional punching. A backdrop puts HHH back at ringside where Rock
picks up the steps, only to have HHH knock them onto Rock with a chair.
He pounds on the steps with the chair to crush Rock even further
underneath them.



A piledriver on the steps keeps Rock down even longer before we head
inside again. The piledriver only gets two and Rock is somehow up again
to slug away with right hands. Rock Bottom and Pedigree are both
countered with HHH being backdropped out to the floor. Rock hits a kind
of spinebuster to put HHH down and there’s a suplex through the table for
good measure. Both guys are basically dead now but it’s Rock up first.

Vince can’t handle the lack of the spotlight anymore though and rams HHH
into the post. Cue Shane again to take out Vince with a monitor shot to
the head but Papa gets up a few seconds later to beat up his son. Shane
comes back with a chairshot as we’re ignoring THE MAIN EVENT OF
WRESTLEMANIA to see Shane and Vince fight. As a bleeding Vince is taken
out, we cut to a shot of Stephanie with the most vapid look you’ll ever
see on her face.

We’re allowed to return to the match now with right hands from Rocky. A
DDT gets two on the champion as does a tilt-a-whirl slam. HHH comes back
with a facebuster and a barbed wire shot to the head of Rock. At least
he’s nice enough to loudly ask “ARE YOU OK” before being catapulted into
Shane. There’s the Rock Bottom but Rock can’t cover. Instead here’s Vince

for the 87th time tonight to slap Shane around. Then, as if you would
expect anything else, he turns on Rock with a chair shot. Stephanie still
fails at acting as HHH chairs Rock down again for the pin to retain and
kill the crowd even deader.

Rating: D+. And that’s being VERY generous. This was the definition of
McMahon overkill as it was ALL about them with the match literally being
ignored at times while they had their repeated drama. On top of that the
match sucked with the first 20 minutes being there to get us to the last
20 minutes which doesn’t do anyone any good. The rest of the match was
just a big mess with no real story to it as we were all at the mercy of
the McMahons. Instead of focusing on HHH vs. Rock, we had to wait 40
minutes for Vince to turn on Rock for no apparent reason. Also Rock would
win the title at Backlash, making this entirely pointless.

Post match Vince and Stephanie reunite in the ring. Shane gets back in
but before we can get more of McMahon World, Rock comes in with Rock
Bottoms for all three McMahons. You might notice that HHH, the FREAKING



WORLD CHAMPION, is nowhere in sight for all this. Oh wait he pops up on
the apron to get punched down before Rock hits the People’s Elbow on
Stephanie (who doesn’t even move an inch when it hits). The last shot of
the show: the McMahons recovering of course.

Overall Rating: D. This show is the low point of the best year in the
company’s history and it’s because of the McMahon drama. Again, there is
zero reason to have them dominate a main event like this other than
that’s what they wanted to happen. The stuff that was good though, while
limited, was VERY good with the midcard title match and the tag title
match blowing away everything else going on with this show. That main
event is a BIG blow to it though given how long the thing ran. Check out
those two matches and then go pick up the N64 game instead of the show as
it’s WAY more entertaining.

Ratings Comparison

Big Boss Man/Bull Buchanan vs. D’Lo Brown/Godfather

Original: D+

Redo: D+

Hardcore Battle Royal

Original: C+

Redo: B-

T&A vs. Head Cheese

Original: F

Redo: D-

Edge and Christian vs. Dudley Boyz vs. Hardy Boyz

Original: B+

Redo: A-

The Kat vs. Terri Runnels



Original: F

Redo: N/A

Radicalz vs. Too Cool/Chyna

Original: D

Redo: D+

Chris Benoit vs. Kurt Angle vs. Chris Jericho

Original: A

Redo: B+

Rikishi/Kane vs. D-Generation X

Original: D+

Redo: D

HHH vs. The Rock vs. Big Show vs. Mick Foley

Original: D+

Redo: D+

Overall Rating

Original: D

Redo: D

Not much changes in a few years.

Here’s the original review if you’re interested:

http://kbwrestlingreviews.com/2011/03/23/history-of-wrestlemania-with-kb-
wrestlemania-16-they-thought-this-was-a-good-idea/

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews

http://kbwrestlingreviews.com/2011/03/23/history-of-wrestlemania-with-kb-wrestlemania-16-they-thought-this-was-a-good-idea/
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Monday  Night  Raw  –  October
22,  2001:  WWF
Domination…..Again
Monday  Night Raw
Date: October 22, 2001
Location: Kemper Arena, Kansas City, Missouri
Commentators: Jim Ross, Paul Heyman

Since I had already done the October 15 show I’m jumping ahead
to this one (see the October 8 review for the link to the
October 15 show). It’s after No Mercy and the major change is
that Jericho is now the WCW Champion, having finally won the
big one over Rock. We’re on the way to Survivor Series in four
weeks which is the final burying place of the Alliance. Let’s
get to it.

We open with a recap of Austin retaining over Angle and RVD
last night, pinning Van Dam.

Here’s Vince to open things up and he’s got Linda with him.
Vince says that he’s been off recovering and has been watching
Shane and Stephanie dismantle the largest wrestling empire
ever. That’s not going to happen though because Vince isn’t
going to let it. He needs a charge though and goes to kiss
Linda but here are the kids. Stephanie tells the old prunes in
the ring to dry up and blow away. Vince says they’ve thought
about that but they’re not ready to go yet.

Shane and Stephanie have been handed everything unlike Vince
and Linda. They got where they are by way of calculated risks.
Vince is tired of the Alliance and the Invasion, so he wants
to bring it all to a head at Survivor Series in a winner take

https://kbwrestlingreviews.com/2012/06/04/monday-night-raw-october-22-2001-wwf-domination-again/
https://kbwrestlingreviews.com/2012/06/04/monday-night-raw-october-22-2001-wwf-domination-again/
https://kbwrestlingreviews.com/2012/06/04/monday-night-raw-october-22-2001-wwf-domination-again/


all match. Shane tells him to take the bass out of his voice
and the match is made.

Vince is tired of all the titles being with the Alliance so
tonight  they’re  coming  home.  He  suggests  Austin  defending
tonight but Shane stops that dead because Austin isn’t here
tonight. Vince says that it’s Jericho/Rock vs. the Dudleys for
the WWF Tag Titles. Shane wants to fight Vince right now but
Regal stops him. Linda wants to know where she and Vince went
wrong. Oh sweet merciful goodness don’t tempt me like that.
Their daughter is a maneater and their son is a wuss.

Lita/Trish Stratus vs. Ivory/Mighty Molly

Molly has the signature Hurricane music now. She offers a
handshake to start but gets headscissored to the mat instead.
Off to Ivory who gets double teamed by Lita and Trish. I never
thought I’d like to be Ivory. Trish stays in now and chokes in
the corner. Her offense wasn’t all that well rounded yet to
put it mildly. Ivory slams her down and it’s back to Molly. A
suplex looks to set up the Molly Go Round but Trish crotches
Molly and hits the Stratusphere to put both girls down. Hot
tag brings in Lita but Poetry In Motion with Trish on all
fours (loudest pop of the night) is broken up. Twist and
moonsault pin Ivory quick.

Rating: C. Trish was starting to get going in the ring but
Lita was on fire around this time. The match was sloppy at
times but the energy in it blows away everything that the
girls today have. It’s amazing what happens when they actually
have some fire in them instead of just smiling all the time.

Vince and Linda meet RVD in the back and Vince tries to
recruit him. Van Dam isn’t sure but he likes just being RVD.
Vince says ok then, but tonight he’s defending the Hardcore
Title against Big Show.

Matt goes to celebrate with Lita but finds Trish in a towel
(second biggest pop of the night) instead. Awkward chatter



abounds and Trish goes to take a shower. Matt likes what he
sees when Lita comes in. She goes to take a shower but Matt
stops her so he won’t get caught looking at Trish.

Mick comes in to Regal’s office and thinks they should watch
together.  Foley  has  made  Bradshaw  vs.  Hurricane  for  the
European Title later tonight. He thinks there should be all
clean finishes tonight and there might even be a Connect Four
game.

Angle and Edge are chatting and Angle says he never liked
Christian. Rhyno pops up out of nowhere and Gores Edge into a
steel wall. Angle gets held back by referees.

Foley makes Rhyno vs. Angle for the US Title.

Cruiserweight Title: Tajiri vs. Billy Kidman

Billy won the title last night over X-Pac. Kidman ranas Tajiri
down to start but misses a corner charge and gets drilled by
an enziguri. Out to the floor for a second but Tajiri misses a
top rope dive. Kidman hooks a chinlock which is broken in just
a few seconds. Tajiri’s rana is countered into a powerbomb for
two.

A LOUD chop sends Kidman into the corner and kicks put him
down.  A  spinwheel  kick  gets  a  near  fall.  There’s  the
handspring elbow for another two count. Kidman comes back with
a DDT but Tajiri comes back with a slam. That’s not exactly
what I expected but ok. Tarantula goes on but the Buzzsaw Kick
misses. Sky High gets two for the champion and they hit the
mat for a second, resulting in the Buzzsaw Kick and a new
champion.

Rating: C-. There were some awkward spots in there and it
brought things down a bit. This was so much more entertaining
than the Pac vs. Scotty match, because it was MUCH faster
paced and therefore more exciting. That’s my problem with Pac
for  the  most  part:  he  wrestles  like  a  small  heavyweight



instead of a Cruiserweight, the latter of the two being FAR
more entertaining.

Here’s DDP for a chat. He talks about how a lot of people
(including the hometown Kansas City Chiefs) have lost lately
but that’s a good thing. When you lose, you learn to eat
smarter, train harder and to improve your lives. Cue Kane with
slightly remixed music. Page says that Kane having a messed up
face is good, because it’s almost Halloween. Chokeslam takes
care of Page, because CLEARLY the way to get over a new
character after the old one got killed by Undertaker is to
have the new one get killed by Undertaker’s BROTHER.

US Title: Kurt Angle vs. Rhyno

The  fans  chant  USA  and  Heyman  finally  asks  the  important
question: are you sure they’re cheering for Angle? Rhyno is
from Michigan, which is in the USA. Angle immediately grabs a
German but he can’t roll them. He can however hit a belly to
belly, followed by punches and chops in the corner. A cross
body gets two. Rhyno comes back with a freaking airplane spin
into a TKO for two.

Rhyno puts him in Shattered Dreams position but spears him in
the corner instead. Angle makes a brief comeback but walks
into a spinebuster for two. Out to the floor and Angle rams
him into various things. Back in Rhyno takes him down again
and hooks a quick chinlock but Angle quickly gets out and
hooks  the  ankle  but  Rhyno  escapes.  Back  to  the  chinlock
followed by a belly to belly, getting two for the champion.

Angle sends him to the corner and pounds away, hitting another
cross body for two. An overhead belly to belly sends Rhyno
flying and it’s Rolling Germans time. It’s a standard set of
three but Rhyno sends him chest first into the corner. Angle
Slam hits out of nowhere but Kurt can’t cover. The delayed
cover off the belly to back suplex (that’s all it was) gets
two. Moonsault misses and Rhyno Gores both of them to the



outside. That gets two back in the ring and there’s the ankle
lock for the quick tap out.

Rating: B-. This was a decent match as Rhyno continues to be a
very steady hand to have out there. He consistently had decent
to good matches every time he was out there in this period.
Angle going from the world title to the US Title in two weeks
wasn’t the best thing in the world but it worked here pretty
well. Quite good match.

European Title: The Hurricane vs. Bradshaw

Hurricane keeps doing his posing and Bradshaw keeps knocking
him down. Out to the floor and Molly glares at him. Hurricane
tries a dive but Bradshaw….”catches” him I guess you could
say, in a fall away slam. By that I mean he tries to and drops
Hurricane down on the floor. Back in the ring and Hurricane
hits a superkick but it can’t even put Bradshaw down. Suplex
is countered by Bradshaw and both guys are down. A neckbreaker
puts Hurricane down and Molly dives at Bradshaw which goes as
well as you would expect. There’s the fall away slam for her
and the Clothesline gives Bradshaw the title. Too short to
rate but it was nothing.

Foley makes fun of Regal in the back and wins Connect Four.

Undertaker/Kane vs. Booker T/Test

Taker and Test start us off and Taker will have none of these
punches in the corner. A big boot and a clothesline put Taker
down and it’s off to Booker. Side slam and knee drop combine
for no cover by Booker. Taker comes back with a clothesline
and it’s off to Kane. Booker kicks him down and it’s off to
Test. This is your usual power brawl so far. Taker comes in
and does his arm lift to Booker but walks into a big boot from
the Canadian.

Out to the floor and Booker rams him into the steps. Back in
and the beating continues. Yes, Undertaker is actually selling



some of this stuff. The ax kick misses and the side kick is
caught in a slam move. Double tag brings in Test and Kane with
the masked one cleaning house. Kane hits a big boot to both
guys but Booker breaks up the chokeslam to Test. Booker and
Taker go to the floor as the other two hit big boots at the
same time. Chokeslam to Booker and after Taker saves Kane from
the pumphandle slam, the Tombstone by Kane pins Test.

Rating: D. The ending was decent but man was the rest of this
dull. The match wasn’t bad I guess, but this is the same thing
we’ve seen time after time which doesn’t make it interesting.
All it does is make it repetitive and clear that they have no
idea what to do with these four guys or anyone else they’ve
had out there in this position.

RVD and Big Show don’t say anything to each other.

Hardcore Title; Rob Van Dam vs. Big Show

RVD is defending. Show immediately knocks him down as the RVD
chants get louder and louder. He crushes Van Dam in the corner
and a big boot puts him down. There go the straps but the
chokeslam is countered by a high kick. Van Dam gets draped
over the top rope and we go to the floor. Rob manages to get
to the corner and hits a kick off the apron to slow Big Show
down.  Here  come  the  weapons  but  Show  starts  crushing  him
again. Trashcan lid shot does nothing so RVD grabs a fire
extinguisher. Show gets a chair to block it but takes the Van
Daminator and Five Star for the pin.

Rating: D+. This was basically a squash until the end where
Van Dam hit two moves out of nowhere to retain. That being
said the ending was at least a smart one with there being a
reason for Show to have a chair in front of his face, which
hardly ever happened. Nothing great here but it could have
been a lot worse.

Maven is at WWF New York and says he’s going to the WWF farm
system when Taz beats him up.



Foley makes Taz vs. Snow for Smackdown before taking some jabs
at Regal.

Jericho is in the back when Rock comes in. Rock congratulates
the new champion on winning the big one. He’ll be coming back
for his title though. Jericho insists he’s still WWF after
Rock accuses him of defecting for some reason. Rock goes to
leave but Jericho stops him to give him the name plate from
when Rock was WCW Champion. Rock has a gift for him too: a
chair for when they have a rematch so Jericho can have a
chance. Jericho won with a chair shot last night. See how easy
this was? The chair was a focal point of their feud and it
comes back here. That’s not hard!

WWF Tag Titles: Dudley Boys vs. Chris Jericho/The Rock

Jericho and D-Von get us started with Jericho speeding things
up. Middle rope dropkick gets two and it’s off to Rock. DDT
gets two as well. Off to Bubba who hits a side slam for two.
Rock comes back with a Samoan Drop for the same before tagging
the new champ back in. D-Von comes back in as JR criticizes
WCW for never giving Jericho a title match. Rock comes in with
a glare to the Canadian.

The challengers are tagging very quickly here as it’s already
back  to  Jericho.  Stacy  offers  a  distraction  to  allow  the
Doomsday Device to shift the momentum. D-Von hooks a chinlock
and talks to Jericho loudly in the process. Powerslam gets
two. Rock gets drawn in and the beating continues. Jericho
enziguris Bubba down and it’s off to Rock vs. D-Von. Bubba
breaks up the Elbow but Rock nips up in a cool spot. The Elbow
hits for two but Bubba makes the save again. Jericho’s missile
dropkick hits Rock but he breaks up 3D a second later. Rock
Bottom to D-Von changes the titles.

Rating: C-. Just a main event tag match here and it furthered
the Rock vs. Jericho feud as well. It’s a Russo standard with
the wacky partners so maybe he did have an influence of some



sort. Thankfully this reign wouldn’t last that long and we
could get back to Rock vs. Jericho tearing the house down
again.

Rock gives Jericho the WCW Title post match.

Vince  and  Linda  celebrate  all  the  title  wins  with  Vince
wanting sex out of it.

Overall Rating: B-. Was it good? Yes. Does it really change
anything? Not really. The problem here is still clear: these
title  wins  mean  nothing  and  considering  WWF’s  total  and
complete dominance over the Alliance so far, having them win
three titles back in one night isn’t going to make people
think  that  the  Alliance  has  a  better  shot  at  winning  at
Survivor Series. Good show for the short term, but it doesn’t
do much for the long term.

Remember to like this on Facebook and follow me on Twitter
@kbreviews


